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“WILL” FUTURE
Das "will" Future ist ist eine Zeitform in der englischen
Sprache, die du verwendest über die Zukunft zu sprechen.
Beispiele
I will call you.
She will help you.
We will win the match.

BILDUNG
Subjekt + "will" + Verb

AUSSAGEN / STATEMENTS
Alle formen
I will be - I'll be
you will be - you'll be
he will be - he'll be
she will be - she'll be
it will be - it'll be
we will be - we'll be
you will be - you'll be
they will be - they'll be

I will call - I'll call
you will call - you'll call
he will call - he'll call
she will call - she'll call
it will call - it'll call
we will call - we'll call
you will call - you'll call
they will call - they'll call
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“WILL” FUTURE
FRAGEN / QUESTIONS
"Ja" oder "Nein" Fragen
Will I call?
Will you call?
Will he call?
Will she call?
Will it call?
Will we call?
Will you call?
Will they call?
Kurze Antworten
Yes, I will.
Yes, you will.
Yes, he will.
Yes, she will.
Yes, it will.
Yes, we will.
Yes, you will.
Yes, they will.

No, I will not - No, I won't.
No, you will not - No, you won't.
No, he will not - No, he won't.
No, she will not - No, she won't.
No, it will not - No, it won't.
No, we will not - No, we won't.
No, you will not - No, you won't.
No, they will not - No, they won't.

W-Fragen - WH Questions
When will I call?
When will you call?
When will he call?
When will she call?
When will it call?
When will we call?
When will you call?
When will they call?

Fragewörter
WHAT - WAS
WHERE - WO
WHEN-WANN
WHO - WER
WHY - WARUM

“WILL” FUTURE
VERNEINUNGEN / NEGATIVES
Abkürzungen
I won't call
You won't call
He won't call
She won't call
It won't call
We won't call
You won't call
They won't call

I will not call
You will not call
He will not call
She will not call
It will not call
We will not call
You will not call
They will not call

DEINE NOTIZEN
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“WILL” FUTURE
VERWENDUNG / USE
Das „will“ Future wird verwendet um über Folgendes zu
sprechen:
VERMUTUNGEN – I think – ich denke (he thinks, we think)
I think she will get a good grade in English.
ERWARTUNGEN - I expect – ich erwarte (he expects, they
expect)
I expect she will get a good grade in English.
HOFFNUNGEN - I hope – ich hoffe (he hopes, they hope)
I hope she will get a good grade in English
BEFÜRCHTUNGEN - I fear – ich befürchte (he fears, they
fear)
I fear she will not get a good grade in English.
VORHERSAGEN – It is possible that – Es ist möglich, dass
It will rain today.
SPONTANE ENTSCHEIDUNGEN
I will have a cup of coffee.
FORMELLE TERMINE / TREFFEN
The meeting will take place on Monday.
FORMELLE ANKÜNDIGUNGEN
The Queen will greet the crowd.
BITTEN
Will you call me tonight, please?
In dem if-Satz / 1st Conditional
If she learns today, she will get a good grade in English.

“WILL” FUTURE
SIGNAL WÖRTER
Englisch
PROBABLY
MAYBE
POSSIBLY
IT IS POSSIBLE THAT
WHEN I’M OLDER
WHEN I’M 18
IN 5 YEARS‘ TIME
PERHAPS

Deutsch
vielleich
vielleich
vielleich
Es ist möglich, dass
Wenn ich älter bin
Wenn ich 18 bin
In 5 Jahren
vielleich

THINK
PROMISE
HOPE
WONDER
DOUBT
WORRY
FEAR / BE AFRAID
BET
WORRY

denken
versprechen
hoffen
wissen wollen
bezweifeln
beunruhigt sein
befürchten
wetten
sich Sorgen machen
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